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If you ally habit such a referred Project Nemesis Kaiju 1 Jeremy Robinson books that will come up with the money for you worth, acquire
the definitely best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you desire to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more
fictions collections are afterward launched, from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections Project Nemesis Kaiju 1 Jeremy Robinson that we will enormously offer. It is not
approximately the costs. Its practically what you need currently. This Project Nemesis Kaiju 1 Jeremy Robinson, as one of the most lively
sellers here will totally be along with the best options to review.

Becoming an Exceptional Executive Coach Aug 08 2020 A guide to professional coaching in business environments offers insight into how to
develop a personal coaching model, providing coverage of topics ranging from goal setting and data gathering to obtaining feedback and
development planning.
Refuge Jan 31 2020 Refuge is a serialized novel released in five parts, by New York Times bestselling author Jeremy Robinson, but it is now
available as one complete read. So, enjoy the whole completed novel. You're in for a creepy ride. Refuge, New Hampshire, is a small town.
The kind found on postcards. Their biggest concern is the rowdy summertime revelers making their way up from Massachusetts and New
York. And with most of the town's residents in neighboring Ashland, for the Fourth of July fireworks show, Refuge is quieter than usual. That
is, until the Baptist church's bell starts ringing--on its own. The bell chimes faster and faster, reaching a frenetic pace, as though rung by the
Devil himself. But the bell is just the beginning. The air shimmers. The night-time sky fills with a burning red aurora. The moon, previously a

crescent, is now full. And just hours after dusk, the sun returns to the sky, revealing an endless desert where there was once a mountainous
pine forest. Led by ex-Army Ranger turned surrealist painter, Griffin Butler, Sheriff Rebecca Rule and her deputy, Helena Frost, the residents
of Refuge must weather an ever changing onslaught of otherworldly dangers while trying to uncover how and why the landscape beyond town
shifts every time the church bell tolls. As a sequence of horrific events threaten to destroy the town, the residents must band together, search
for answers and find a way to defend their homes, or Refuge will be lost.
Pulse Dec 24 2021 HOW MANY PEOPLE WOULD YOU KILL TO LIVE FOREVER? Imagine a world where soldiers regenerate and
continue fighting without pause, where suicide bombers live to strike again and again. This is the dream of Richard Ridley, founder of
Manifold Genetics, and he has just discovered the key to eternal life: an ancient artifact buried beneath a Greek-inscribed stone in the Peruvian
desert. When Manifold steals the artifact and abducts archeologist Dr. George Pierce, United States Special Forces Delta operator Jack Sigler,
call sign King, and his "Chess Team" —Queen, Knight, Rook, Bishop, and their handler, Deep Blue—give chase. Formed under special order
from President Duncan, they are the best of America's Special Forces, tasked with antiterrorism missions that take them around the world
against any threat, ancient, modern, and at times, inhuman. With cutting-edge weapons, tough-as-nails tactics, and keen intellects, they stand
alone on the brink, facing the world's most dangerous threats. Ridley's plan to create unstoppable soldiers has just made him threat number
one. Tension soars along with the body count as the team faces high-tech security forces, hordes of "regens," the horrific results of Manifold's
experiments, and a resurrected mythological predator complete with regenerative abilities, seven heads, and a savage appetite. The Chess
Team races to save Pierce and stop Manifold before they change the face of genetics—and human history—forever. Heart-pounding action
combines with adrenaline-charged suspense in the first of Jeremy Robinson's smart, sharp series featuring the Chess Team.
Apocalypse Machine Feb 11 2021 Jeremy Robinson returns to the Kaiju Thriller genre he popularized with the largest Kaiju to ever appear in
fiction: the Apocalypse Machine. Bursting with all the epic action, desperate struggle and complex characters that readers have come to
expect, Robinson takes the world to the brink once more.
The Distance Jul 19 2021 Jeremy Robinson, whose stories have been compared to Crichton, Rollins and King, is the international bestselling
master of stories with mind-bending imagination, terrifying monsters and high-octane action. With The Distance, he's joined by his wife,
Hilaree Robinson, whose passionate writing and characters make this novel a unique experience!
SecondWorld Apr 27 2022 When the world's population is abruptly wiped out by an apocalyptic event predicted by Hitler's scientists seventy
years earlier, ex-Navy SEAL Lincoln Miller teams up with a group of survivors to stop a brutal neo-Nazi repopulation plot.
Mind Bullet Mar 27 2022 A telekinetic assassin's quest to avenge his parents' murders triggers an all-out war between an eccentric cast of
killers, from the New York Times bestselling author of INFINITE and THE DARK. Jonas kills people...with his mind. He reaches out, focuses
for a moment, and feels a snap of pain between his eyes. Then his target falls over dead, a hole in the center of their brains. The cause of death
is unknown to all aside from Jonas, and his lone companion: Bubbles, a sarcastic AI with aspirations to be more human, or a serial killer. One
of the two. Maybe both. Jonas calls his ability... MIND BULLET Sensing Jonas is lonely and depressed, Bubbles arranges for Madee, a Thai
delivery woman by day, and a thief by night, to enter his life. For a moment: sparks. But chaos follows as the people Madee last robbed catch
up to her. They also happen to be the Shrieking Ninjas. After surviving the assault, Jonas and Madee find themselves on the run, and a 10

million dollar hit called on Jonas. Killers from all over the globe pursue the pair as they run for their lives and headlong into Jonas's
mysterious past, uncovering the surreal origins and extent of his abilities. They discover a dark and twisted history that threatens to unravel his
mind and leave him susceptible to control. Working with Bubbles, Madee, and a growing list of new allies, Jonas battles his way through
waves of assassins, some with abilities like his, all to protect the world from a recently discovered, untraceable weapon of mass destructionhimself. MIND BULLET is a humor-fueled, edge-of-your-seat thriller that takes the reader to the brink of sanity and then drops them into the
abyss. Science fiction and mythology collide in this story about the power of family, and the role parents play in our lives-both good and evil.
Unity Mar 03 2020 Euphemia Williams, known to her few friends as Effie, and everyone else as Eff-Bomb, will punch you for looking at her
funny, for using her full name or for noticing that she's a genius. But when an elite global entity known as Unity takes note of her intelligence
and offers her a chance to escape the hum-drum life of a foster-child, she signs up. At best, she expects her time abroad to be a vacation. At
worst, an actual challenge. But what she finds, upon being swept up in a futuristic transport, is far, far worse. En route to a secret location in
the Pacific, a meteor punches through the atmosphere triggering an electromagnetic pulse that sends the transport plummeting to the ocean.
While fighting to escape the crash and climb onto an island beach, the meteor slams into the sea. A tsunami races across the island, pursuing
Effie and her fellow survivors deeper into the volcanic island's lush jungle. Beaten, terrified and abandoned, the small group discovers that
they are not alone on the island. The locals are ruthless and well-trained. With the survivors looking to her for leadership, Effie struggles-and
fails-to keep everyone alive as they fight for survival. Along the way, Effie uncovers the island's secrets. The parents she never knew were
entangled with the island's strange history. The island is home to far more than human survivors. And the meteor that sent them careening into
the ocean, wasn't a meteor at all. There are more-and one of them is headed their way. Jeremy Robinson, creator of the 'Kaiju Thriller' genre,
and international bestselling author of the Project Nemesis novel and comic book series, launches this new series combining the behindenemy-lines themes of Red Dawn with the high-tech monster-fighting robots of Robotech, infusing it with his frenetic pacing and character
driven plots.
Infinite2 Nov 03 2022 Infinite2 is a bold continuation of Robinson's bestselling science fiction novel, packed with mystery, action, and mindbending twists. OVER A MILLION BOOKS SOLD! William Chanokh is immortal...and he's trapped on the Galahad, an interstellar starship
on a never-ending journey through open space. His only companions are Capria-mortal and in cryo-sleep-and Gal, an artificial intelligence,
and the love of his life, with whom he spends every waking moment in the 'Great Escape, ' a virtual paradise. After untold years living
countless lives, Gal begins acting strange. Possessive. Violent. Paranoid. Positive that something in the real world is causing her to
malfunction, Will attempts to leave the Great Escape, but he finds himself a prisoner. Guided by a voice from reality, he is thrust into a series
of torturous narratives, each one designed to break his will and keep him trapped in virtual reality. Betrayed by his digital love, his long-term
memory overwritten, and enduring violent manipulation, Will painfully peels back layers of simulation, fighting to reach reality 1.0-where the
nightmares are real. Maybe. New York Times and #1 Audible bestselling author, Jeremy Robinson, takes readers on a heart-wrenching
journey to the edge of the universe and beyond, where distinguishing reality from simulation might be impossible. ?
Herculean Feb 23 2022 THE SECRET MUST BE KEPT... For three thousand years, the Herculean Society has preserved the legacy of the
ancient hero, Hercules, protecting history's fragile relics from humanity, and humanity from the dangerous truths behind the legends. Now, the

Society's new leader, archaeologist George Pierce, faces his first test: the Cerberus Group. The shadowy organization has two goals: the
collection and distribution of black market relics, tech and secrets, and the purge of those deemed unfit for survival. Pierce and his niece,
Fiona-the last guardian of the 'mother tongue, ' the forgotten language of creation-discover a secret entrance to the legendary Labyrinth, and at
its heart, a hidden trove of relics that point the way to Hercules's greatest discovery: a mutagen that can rewrite the very code of life. When a
surprise attack leaves Pierce and Fiona trapped in the deadly maze, fighting for their lives, the race to stop the Cerberus Group begins. To
defeat this new enemy, Pierce must assemble a team of experts including Felice Carter, a geneticist with a dangerous secret, Augustina Gallo,
a mythology professor, Cintia Dourado, a high tech hacker, and Lazarus, a dead soldier returned to life. Guided by their knowledge of science,
history and mythology, Pierce's team sets out on an epic journey, following in the footsteps of Hercules, to stop Cerberus from controlling the
power that rises from the Well of Monsters. ...OR THE WORLD WILL BE CLEANSED. Jeremy Robinson and Sean Ellis, the international
bestselling team behind the Jack Sigler thrillers, including Savage and Cannibal, return with a new series that rewrites the way we see history.
Rivaling the best of Matthew Reilly and James Rollins, Herculean combines a blistering pace with fringe science and myths reborn.
Godzilla: Rage Across Time #1 Oct 10 2020 Move over dinosaurs... monsters used to rule the planet! Travel to different time periods to
examine the origin of myths that fueled nightmares! In this first installment, Godzilla brings his terror to feudal Japan!
Raising the Past Oct 02 2022 Arctic adventure that explores origins of the human species. It starts with the excavation of a frozen mammoth in
the wilds of the Candian tundra and ends with a pitched battle for the future of mankind.
The Last Hunter - Descent (Book 1 of the Antarktos Saga) Oct 22 2021 I've been told that the entire continent of Antarctica groaned at the
moment of my birth. The howl tore across glaciers, over mountains and deep into the ice. Everyone says so. Except for my father; all he heard
was Mother's sobs. Not of pain, but of joy, so he says. Other than that, the only verifiable fact about the day I was born is that an iceberg the
size of Los Angeles broke free from the ice shelf a few miles off the coast. Again, some would have me believe the fracture took place as I
entered the world. But all that really matters, according to my parents, is that I, Solomon Ull Vincent, the first child born on Antarctica-the
first and only Antarctican-was born on September 2nd, 1974. If only someone could have warned me that, upon my return to the continent of
my birth thirteen years later, I would be kidnapped, subjected to tortures beyond comprehension and forced to fight...and kill. If only someone
had hinted that I'd wind up struggling to survive in a subterranean world full of ancient warriors, strange creatures and supernatural powers.
Had I been warned I might have lived a normal life. The human race might have remained safe. And the fate of the world might not rest on my
shoulders. Had I been warned.... This is my story-the tale of Solomon Ull Vincent-The Last Hunter.
The Last Hunter - Lament (Book 4 of the Antarktos Saga) May 05 2020 In all the days since my kidnapping, breaking and transformation into
a hunter at the hands of the half-human, half-demon Nephilim, my life has been a mass of chaotic actions and reactions to the horrors of the
Antarctic underworld. I have battled unnatural monsters, fled for my life, and sacrificed everything-or thought I had, when I stepped through
the gates of Tartarus. Every choice I have made was in response to forces beyond my control, lacking any kind of direction. But now, reunited
with my friends, Kainda and Em, and in the company of new friends, Wright and Kat, I am taking control of the chaos and choosing my own
direction-down. Deeper than the realm of Hades, the most feared of the Nephilim, deeper than the gates of Tartarus and deeper than any
human being has ventured since the beginnings of the human race. My goal is simple-find the Jericho shofar, a weapon revealed to me by

Cronus the Titan. I don't know what it does or how it works, but I know the Nephilim fear it and that Nephil, possessing the body of Ninnis,
will do anything to stop me from recovering it. The path will be dangerous and the cost might be great, but my path is clear: retrieve the
shofar, return to the surface and prepare for war. My name is Solomon Ull Vincent-the Last Hunter-and I am done running.
Space Force Oct 29 2019 Five years ago, the United States Space Force became a reality. And while those writing the checks took things very
seriously, the other military branches did not. As a result, Space Force was populated by undesirables: men and women who made too many
mistakes, didn't follow the rules, or...slept with the wrong general's daughter. Three times. On camera. It was a mistake, okay? My name is
Captain Ethan Stone, a decorated member of SEAL Team 6 turned Space Force 'recruit.' While the powers-that-be attempted to make Space
Force an embarrassment, they also sent some of the very best minds, fighters, and pilots to the program, because sometimes the best of us
decide to take a stand against those same powers. Yeah, yeah. Not me. Though I seem to recall I was standing when... Sorry. It's a distracting
memory. Flash forward five years and between tenses. President West is in office. Power has shifted. And Space Force is defunded. With just
a handful of us still living on base, we find ourselves being evicted. But before all of us can leave, aliens invade. Really ugly ones, too. Super
nasty. I don't think I could describe them here without getting the book banned. Anywho, using their advanced technology, they seal off Space
Force Command behind a shrinking force field and kick off a battle royale to the death. Human vs. alien. To the victors goes the Earth. While
my boy Frank Taylor and I throw down inside the force field, my main squeeze, First Lieutenant Jennifer Hale, leads an international strike
team into freekin' space. It's nuts. Crazy action. Super funny, too, in like a Deadpool way, if that's your thing. The only way to really know
what went down is to snag a copy of this book and read it for yourself...before it's too late. Or wait for the movie. There is going to be a movie,
right?
Hunger Jun 29 2022 Desperate to solve a global food shortage, ExoGen scientist Dr. Ella Masse oversees the creation and release of RC-714,
a gene that unlocks millions of years of adaptation and evolution, allowing crops to use long dormant junk DNA to rapidly adapt to any
environment. The world's food supply grows aggressively, occupying every inch of earth, no matter how inhospitable. World hunger is
averted. Humanity flourishes. RC-714 is digested, absorbed and passed on. The Change affects small, fast breeding mammals first. They
multiply with the same aggressive speed as the ExoGen plants, but a new, insatiable hunger drives them to violence. War between species
breaks out. And then RC-714 reaches humanity, along with every other large creature on the planet. Civilization implodes, as every living
thing that consumed the ExoGen crops begins to adapt to a world full of predators, accessing genes dating back to the beginning of life itself.
Peter Crane and his son Jakob survive the Change, living in their family farmhouse and eating non-ExoGen food from a biodome, one of many
provided by Ella Masse, who discovered the ramifications of her breakthrough too late. The pair ekes out a living in a world full of monsters,
surviving until Ella shows up on their doorstep with her daughter, pursued by desperate predators and men alike. As the farmhouse falls under
attack, Crane learns that the end of humanity, of life on Earth, can still be averted: if Ella Masse and her daughter survive, and if they make it
to the other side of the country without being captured...or consumed. Jeremy Robinson merges the science of Michael Crichton with the
horror of Stephen King in this fresh take on the post-apocalypse, creating a true worst-case scenario for GMO crops that will have people
reading labels before eating their next pepper, tomato or kernel of corn.
Threshold Jul 27 2019 Protecting a lone survivor after a large-scale terrorist attack on an Oregon reservation, Jack Sigler and his team struggle

to track down a criminal mastermind who is systematically killing the world's speakers of ancient languages. Reprint.
The Didymus Contingency Jan 25 2022 If you could go back in time...and witness any event...where would you go? When Dr. Tom
Greenbaum faces that question after successfully discovering the secret to time travel, he knows the time, place and event he will witness: the
death and failed resurrection of Jesus Christ. Dr. David Goodman, Tom's colleague and closest friend follows Tom into the past, attempting to
avert a time-space catastrophe, but forces beyond their control toss them into a dangerous end game where they are tempted by evil characters,
betrayed by friends, pursued by an assassin from the future and haunted by a demon that cannot be killed. Visit the author at
www.jeremyrobinsononline.com.
The Dark May 29 2022 From the twisted imagination of New York Times and #1 Audible bestselling author, Jeremy Robinson, comes a
horrifying revelation about the centuries old Three Days of Darkness prophecy, during which the legions of Hell will be unleashed on the
Earth. The Dark is a mind-bending and character driven sci-fi-infused horror novel like no other. There shall come over the whole Earth, an
intense darkness lasting three days and three nights. Miah Gray is a twenty-seven-year-old, former Army soldier living in rural New
Hampshire with his sister, mother, and her boyfriend. He is plagued by PTSD, finding solace, but not redemption, with the aid of prescribed
cannabis. All he wants to do is get high, relax with a good sandwich, and watch a meteor shower with his neighborhood crush-Jen. He who
opens his window or door out of curiosity, or leaves his home, will fall dead on the spot. But when the sun's light is blotted out the following
morning, and the world is plunged into darkness, Miah finds himself locked down with his family, covering windows with trash bags, lighting
candles, and following the arcane rules of an ancient prophecy. But there is no escaping what comes next. The air will be infected by demons,
appearing in all sorts of hideous forms. A brilliant flash of light fills the sky, leaving Miah changed, and an Old Norse death rune etched onto
his forehead. He fears he has been marked for death until the neighborhood's parents start disappearing, and he's left behind. Leading Jen and a
ragtag group of parentless kids, Miah hunts for answers and for their parents, while trying to keep his sister safe. He charges headlong down a
path that will take him to the gates of Hell-and then straight through. All of Hell will be let loose. ?
The Ghost in the Shell Boook Sep 28 2019 THE GHOST IN THE SHELL BOOK VOLUME 1: MANGA by Jeremy Mark Robinson This is
a study of the Ghost In the Shell comic by Masamune Shirow (real name Masanori Ota, born in 1961, Kobe, Japan). Shirow is a Japanese artist
best known for Ghost In the Shell, Appleseed and Dominion: Tank Police. Masamune Shirow is one of the great creators in the world of
Japanese manga and animé - his works have been the basis of several important franchises, with Ghost In the Shell the most famous. Shirow's
art is marked by futuristic, cyber-punk settings, fabulous, often eccentric designs, elaborate mecha (such as tanks and mobile suits), attractive
warrior women and detailed storytelling (accompanied by his famous, sometimes arcane notes). The impact of the work of Masamune Shirow
has been immense in animé and manga: Ghost In the Shell alone led to not one but two classic movies, two outstanding TV series (plus a third,
the Arise series), and spin-off movies. Add to that the live-action Ghost of 2017, and more Ghosties on the way. Then there's the Appleseed
digital animations and Appleseed cel animation, plus Black Magic, Real Drive, Ghost Hound (Unseen World) and Dominion: Tank Police. It
all adds up to a remarkable presence in TV and movies. In cinema, Masamune Shirow's in?uence is easy to spot in the Star Wars prequels, in
the Matrix movies, in Avatar, in Minority Report, in the Avengers series, and in many a superhero ?ick. The Ghost In the Shell Book: Volume
1: Manga includes a biography; a chapter on the Japanese manga industry; chapters on Shirow's signature work, Ghost In the Shell, including

all three comics; and a chapter on cyberculture. Each of the three volumes of Ghost In the Shell are explored in detail, and every chapter of the
manga is discussed. Fully illustrated, including many images from Masamune Shirow's manga, including related comics such as Orion and
Dominion: Tank Police. The Ghost In the Shell Book is published in two volumes: Volume 1: Manga Volume 2: Animé Hardcover - full
colour laminate cover. Bibliography, resources, and notes. 236 pages. www.crmoon.com
Project Nemesis (a Kaiju Thriller) Apr 15 2021 Jon Hudson, lead investigator for the Department of Homeland Security's Fusion Center-P,
thinks his job is a joke. While other Fusion Centers focus on thwarting terrorist activity, Hudson's division is tasked with handling paranormal
threats to national security, of which there have been zero during his years at the DHS. When yet another Sasquatch sighting leads to a
research facility disguised as an abandoned Nike missile site in the back woods of Maine, Hudson's job becomes deadly serious. Hudson and
the local Sherriff, Ashley Collins, suddenly find themselves on the run from a ruthless ex-Special Forces security team, but the human threat is
short-lived as something very much not-human destroys the facility and heads for civilization, leaving only a single clue behind--a name
scrawled in blood: Nemesis. Working with his team at Fusion Center-P, Sherriff Collins and a surly helicopter pilot named Woodstock,
Hudson pursues the creature known as Nemesis, attempts to uncover the corporate secrets behind its creation and accidental release and tries to
comprehend why several clues lead to a murdered little girl named Maigo. But as the body-count explodes, along with the monster's size, it
quickly becomes clear that nothing short of a full military response can slow Nemesis's progress. Coordinating with every branch of the U.S.
military, Hudson simultaneously searches for clues about Nemesis's origins and motivations, and leads the counterattack that will hopefully
stop the monster before it reaches Boston and its one million residents. Witness the birth of a legend as Jeremy Robinson, bestselling author of
SecondWorld and Ragnarok, combines the pacing of Matthew Reilly with the mystery of James Rollins and creates the first iconic American
Kaiju* story since King Kong. Includes original creature designs by legendary Godzilla artist, Matt Frank. *Kaiju is Japanese for "strange
beast." The genre includes classic monsters such as Godzilla, Gamera, Mothra, Rodan and King Ghidorah.
MirrorWorld Jun 17 2021 After escaping from a mental institution and then a secret government corporation that is conducting human
experiments, Crazy jabs a stolen syringe with a mysterious substance into his leg and is endowed with superpower. By the author of XOM-B.
XOM-B Jul 31 2022 Freeman is a genius with an uncommon mixture of memory, intelligence and creativity. He lives in a worldwide utopia,
but it was not always so. There was a time known as the Grind—when Freeman's people lived as slaves to another race referred to simply as
"Master." They were property. But a civil rights movement emerged. Change seemed near, but the Masters refused to bend. Instead, they
declared war. And lost. Now, the freed world is threatened by a virus, spread through bites, sweeping through the population. Those infected
are propelled to violence, driven to disperse the virus. Uniquely suited to respond to this new threat, Freeman searches for a cure, but instead
finds the source—the Masters, intent on reclaiming the world. Freeman must fight for his life, for his friends and for the truth, which is far
more complex and dangerous than he ever imagined. Robinson's lightning fast, cutting-edge novels have won over thriller, horror, sciencefiction and action/adventure fans alike, and he has received high praise from peers like James Rollins, Jonathan Maberry, and Scott Sigler.
XOM-B is a wildly inventive zombie novel with a high-tech twist that will keep readers guessing until the very last sentence.
Flux May 17 2021 Lost in time, the town of Black Creek, Kentucky becomes home to temporal layers of people, creatures, and monsters from
disparate eras. Journey beyond the time of humanity and witness the rewriting of mankind's genesis. For Owen McCoy, a typical day on the

job as head of security for Synergy, a research company conducting mysterious experiments, is boring at best. And that's the way he likes it.
Patrolling the Appalachian mountainside, where his now deceased father taught him how to hunt, is relaxing and connects him to the past. But
today is not a typical day on the job. It begins with asking a thief to join him for breakfast. Seeking to set the young man on a better path,
Owen invites him to walk the perimeter with him and consider a more honest living. Before their patrol can begin, they discover evidence that
the facility has been breached. When Owen's truck explodes, he's confused, but ready for whatever might come his way. At least, he thinks he
is. A wave of light-bending energy--the Flux--rolls down the mountainside, transporting Owen, and everyone in the nearby town of Black
Creek, to October 14, 1985, the day before his father died. Two hours later, the second Flux hits, and then a third, and a fourth, each time
collecting Black Creek residents from various times. They're carried through eras filled with wild animals, monsters of myth, and ancient
beasts...and then beyond. Joined by a ragtag group of temporal stowaways, including family members, Owen fights to restore order, stop the
Flux, and return home, facing off against futuristic tech, primal killers, and the fear of losing his father...again. International bestselling author
of The Others and Infinite, Jeremy Robinson combines science, action, and strong characters to create an ever-changing landscape that
explores the past, the human condition, and the lengths people will go to save those they love.
Tribe Sep 01 2022 For Henry, a seventeen-year-old who feels no fear, the day starts like any other--homeless and alone on the streets of
Boston. For Sarah, a twenty-year-old college dropout, it's an early morning serving donuts and coffee to commuters at North Station. Fate
brings them together at the scene of a bank robbery, which they foil together, along with a mysterious and wealthy woman named Helen, who
offers to reward them for their bravery. But before they can reach Helen's penthouse, they are assaulted by men and women from all walks of
life, including police officers. Helen displays impressive fighting skills, fending off the attacks, allowing Henry and Sarah to make their
escape--but they are spotted and pursued by the violent cult, out for Helen's blood...and now theirs. Racing through the streets of Boston, Sarah
and Henry are propelled into a strange and ancient underworld where the impossible is real, where the old world still lives, and where the gods
still walk among us. As the pair wages war against the killers hunting them, they discover the truth about who their deceased parents were, and
that their lives could be far more exceptional than either believed possible...if they can survive the day. With TRIBE, New York Times
bestselling author, Jeremy Robinson, brings mythology to the modern world, combining his trademarked fast-paced action and well developed
characters, and taking them to new levels of craziness. It's 300, John Wick, and Wonder Woman rolled into a new kind of literary insanity.
Island 731 Jan 13 2021 On board a research vessel in the Pacific, expert tracker Mark Hawkins is trapped on a tropical island with the crew
and uncovers evidence of the island's history as the site of a brutal World War II human experimentation program.
Callsign Deep Blue - Book 1 (A Tom Duncan - Chess Team Novella) Sep 08 2020 When a team of Delta operators goes missing in
Shenhuang, one of China's newly constructed ghost cities, Shin Dae-jung-Callsign: Knight, is called in to assist. But the Osprey transporting
him to the scene falls prey to an EMP attack and is forced to crash land atop a parking garage. With a wounded pilot in tow, Knight explores
the empty city for signs of life and finds two terrified children who warn him that something monstrous is stalking the city. When the pilot
disappears, leaving a pool of b lood and spent bullet casings behind, Knight doesn't doubt their story. As bullets fly and bodies drop, Knight
must protect the children, uncover the fate of the missing Delta team and defend against an unstoppable killer whose ability to regenerate and
whose horrible appearance reminds him of something he's faced before-the mythological Hydra. But he's not alone in the surreal abandoned

city. A team of SAS soldiers, along with Anna Beck, a former member of Manifold Genetics' private security force, join the fray. Together,
they fight against a nightmare that follows its objective to the end: kill them all.
Npc Dec 12 2020 New York Times bestselling author Jeremy Robinson takes readers on a journey that is not only action-packed, but full of
scientific and philosophical intrigue. In his most mind-bending story since INFINITE and ALTER, Robinson blends genres, belief systems,
and bold prose into an unputdownable tale exploring the nature of reality.
The Others Mar 15 2021 UFOs and alien abductions remain one of the most hotly debated and mysterious subjects of the twenty-first century.
The Others takes a fast-paced and moving look at the phenomenon that has fueled Jeremy Robinson's imagination since several sightings,
strange happenings, and visits with renowned UFO investigator, and family friend, Raymond Fowler.
Kronos Apr 03 2020 Seeking revenge after an immense, horrific creature swallows his daughter Giona whole while on a scuba dive,
oceanographer and former Navy SEAL Atticus Young teams up with ruthless billionaire Trevor Manfred to hunt the beast.
The Secret Crown Jul 07 2020 King Ludwig II ruled Bavaria for twenty-two years, commissioning extravagant castles throughout his
homeland and exhibiting such bizarre behavior that he was eventually declared insane. According to legend, Ludwig had stockpiled a massive
cache of gold and jewels that would finance the construction of the largest castle of all time. But in the years since the king’s mysterious death,
no one has found any evidence of such a trove. Until now. Jonathon Payne and David Jones are pulled into the mystery by a colleague, who
asks them to investigate the legend. They agree, and quickly find themselves in a life-or-death struggle to uncover the truth about Ludwig’s
death, his mythical treasure, and who would be willing to kill for it.
Viking Tomorrow Nov 30 2019 "The world is barely holding on. A century after a series of apocalyptic events, humanity is struggling to
survive. In the frigid north of Europe, living as their ancient Viking ancestors once did, the last tattered remnants of humankind have become
barren. No new live births have occurred in over a decade. When the remaining population dies, the human race will end. But one man of the
old sciences has found a way. When a call goes out to the greatest fighters in the North, men capable of surviving a long journey and crushing
any obstacle in their path, a young female berserker named Val takes up the challenge. With her eyes hidden behind red-lens goggles, she
violently proves her worth, seizes control of a small band of fellow berserkers, and determines to claim her prize: the first glimmer of hope for
a tomorrow. Scavenging technology from the old world and the time before the annihilation, the group sets out south, marking the beginning
of the Third Age of the Vikings. Almost immediately they are set upon by challenges the likes of which none of them have seen before.
Mutated creatures and dangerous landscapes abound, while Val must prove her worth as a leader and keep her unruly men in line. Traveling
deep into the ruined wastes of Europe, the Vikings find themselves pursued by enemies determined to stop them at all costs. Attacked from
without and betrayed from within, Val fights for the future, and if she fails, humanity fails along with her.
The Divide Aug 20 2021 A wildly exciting journey through a world remade, THE DIVIDE combines real characters with horrifically realized
creations, pitting the worst of human nature against the strength of family. Equal parts action, horror, and moving drama that only Jeremy
Robinson can pull off. WHEN THE DIVIDE IS CROSSED... No one remembers how the Divide was created. The miles-deep and miles-wide
chasm has existed for hundreds of years, protecting what remains of humanity from the Golyat: a creature whose shadow moves across the
horizon at sunset. Davina, daughter of Jesse, is a shepherd. She spends her days guiding herds of deer through the forests of New Inglan,

protecting them from predators, herding them away from the Divide, and ensuring the tribe of Essex has meat when needed. While many
shepherds die in their first year--from the elements, from injury, or in the jaws of a wolf--Davina is resilient. Having just slain a mountain lion,
Davina returns to her village to discover a hunting party has been sent out in search of the Modernists, a group fascinated with the past, the
technology that once filled the world, and what lies beyond the Divide. To keep the Modernists from reaching the Divide's far side, and
revealing humanity's presence to the Golyat, the hunters will torture and kill them all. Including Davina's teenaged son. Davina strikes out,
intending to ensure her son's death will be quick and without torture. Reaching the island of Boston first, Davina confronts the Modernists and
finds herself incapable of taking her son's life. Captured by the enemies of Essex, she is transported across the Divide, along with her son and
the Modernists. For the first time in five hundred years, humanity steps foot on the Divide's far side. Stranded with the enemy, Davina must
fight to keep them all alive, herding people instead of deer, while uncovering the truth about humanity's past, and her connection to events that
reshaped the world. ...THE GOLYAT WILL FEAST
Uprising Aug 27 2019 Freeman is a genius with an uncommon mixture of memory, intelligence and creativity. He lives in a worldwide utopia,
but it was not always so. There was a time known as the Grind--when Freeman's people lived as slaves to another race referred to simply as
"Master." They were property. But a civil rights movement emerged. Change seemed near, but the Masters refused to bend. Instead, they
declared war. And lost. Now, the freed world is threatened by a virus, spread through bites, sweeping through the population. Those infected
are propelled to violence, driven to disperse the virus. Uniquely suited to respond to this new threat, Freeman searches for a cure, but instead
finds the source--the Masters, intent on reclaiming the world. Freeman must fight for his life, for his friends and for the truth, which is far
more complex and dangerous than he ever imagined. Robinson's lightning fast, cutting-edge novels have won over thriller, horror, sciencefiction and action/adventure fans alike, and he has received high praise from peers like James Rollins, Jonathan Maberry, and Scott Sigler.
Uprising is a wildly inventive zombie novel with a high-tech twist that will keep readers guessing until the very last sentence. Uprising was
previously published as XOM-B.
Antarktos Rising Nov 22 2021 Through a seismic event the world is irrevocably changed. A handful of survivors struggle to claim the now
lush and pristine conintent for themselves find a world they didn't bargain for.
My Louisiana Sky Jun 25 2019 Tiger Ann Parker wants nothing more than to get out of the rural town of Saitter, Louisiana--far away from her
mentally disabled mother, her "slow" father who can't read an electric bill, and her classmates who taunt her. So when Aunt Dorie Kay asks
Tiger to sp the summer with her in Baton Rouge, Tiger can't wait to go. But before she leaves, the sudden revelation of a dark family secret
prompts Tiger to make a decision that will ultimately change her life. Set in the South in the late 1950s, this coming-of-age novel explores a
twelve-year-old girl's struggle to accept her grandmother's death, her mentally deficient parents, and the changing world around her. It is a
novel filled with beautiful language and unforgettable characters, and the importance of family and home. My Louisiana Sky is a 1998 Boston
Globe - Horn Book Award Honor Book for Fiction.
Instinct Jun 05 2020 In his second thriller, Jake Sigler and his team must battle a weaponized strain of a deadly genetic disease before it
sweeps the globe. Martin's Press.
Alter Nov 10 2020 Stranded in the Amazon rainforest, a lost man fights for survival and discovers that the root of evil doesn't just reside in the

world's darkest corners, but inside the hearts of all mankind. Dr. Gregory Zesker is on a mission to visit the furthest reaches of the Amazon,
providing medical aid to recently contacted tribes. As a general practitioner and food pantry director, his life in Massachusetts can be chaotic,
but serving people is what he does best, and he doesn't mind sacrificing his personal life to help others, at home or half way around the world.
But any hope of returning home to his wife, daughter, and comfortable life are eradicated when the small plane carrying him back to
civilization plummets into the unknown depths of the jungle. Swallowed by endless green, with both pilots dead, Greg struggles to stay alive
in a world that wants to infect his body, suck him dry, and eat him whole. Ravaged by illness and dehydration, and stalked by a ruthless
predator, Greg's life teeters on the edge of oblivion until a scream lets him know that he is not alone. His first encounter with an uncontacted
tribe ends in death--the first of many. Driven to the brink of madness, and then beyond, Greg finds himself caught up in a feud that existed
before his arrival, but will only end with his death--or his enemies'. International bestselling author Jeremy Robinson, the master of taking
creative and original concepts and fusing them with realistic and emotive characters, explores the depths to which a man can descend, and
what it takes to climb back out.
Exo-Hunter Sep 20 2021 New York Times and #1 Audible.com bestselling author, Jeremy Robinson, takes readers on a pulse-pounding
journey to a dark and twisted future...and makes them laugh. MORE THAN A MILLION BOOKS SOLD! THE YEAR IS 1989 Callsign:
Dark Horse and his Marine Rapid Reaction Force team have been sent to recover a strange artifact near Antarctica's Soviet-controlled Vostok
Station. Confronted by a team of Ruskie Spetsnaz, a battle for control of the strange device, frozen in the ice, breaks out. But before anyone
can claim victory, or the prize, an explosion of white light knocks the combatants unconscious and whisks them away to... 2989. One thousand
years later. Dark Horse, along with his teammate, Chuy, and one of the Soviets, Drago, finds himself in a future that is both impressive and
horrifying. Humanity has left Earth behind and is rapidly expanding throughout the galaxy under the banner of The Union, a white supremacist
government who racially 'purified' the human race hundreds of years in the past. Living on the fringe of this twisted Fourth Reich society,
Dark Horse--the only black man in the Union--commandeers a vessel and scours the galaxy for his missing teammates under the guise of an
Exo-Hunter, seeking out exo-planets to satiate the Union's need for colonization. His search takes him beyond the edge of the known universe
and into an interplanetary war, guided by a vast intelligence that's been waiting for Dark Horse's arrival--for a thousand years. EXO-HUNTER
is a light-hearted homage to 1980s science fiction movies that also looks at the dangers of white supremacy and the core values that makes it
dangerous, and the butt of the joke. In the audiobook edition, he is joined by #1 Audible bestselling narrator, R.C. Bray, giving readers the
most compelling--and most fun--thing to come out of 2020.
Covert Cows and Chick-fil-A Jan 01 2020 The longtime chief marketing officer for Chick-fil-A tells the inside story of how the company
turned prevailing theories of fast-food marketing upside down and built one of the most successful and beloved brands in America. Covert
Cows will help you… Discover unexpected, out-of-the-box marketing methods and new ways of approaching business problems. Understand
the positive impact of building a business based on biblical principles. Receive an insider’s look at the evolution of one of America’s most
beloved brands. Learn key marketing and business insights from the man who was the chief marketing officer for Chick-fil-A for thirty-four
years. During his thirty-four-year tenure at Chick-fil-A, Steve Robinson was integrally involved in the company’s growth--from 184 stores and
$100 million in annual sales in 1981 to over 2,100 stores and over $6.8 billion in annual sales in 2015--and was a first-hand witness to its

evolution as an indelible global brand. In Covert Cows and Chick-fil-A, Robinson shares behind-the-scenes accounts of key moments,
including the creation of the Chick-fil-A corporate purpose and the formation and management of the now-iconic "Eat Mor Chikin" cow
campaign. Drawing on his personal interactions with the gifted team of company leaders, restaurant operators, and the company's founder,
Truett Cathy, Robinson explains the important traits that built the company's culture and sustained it through recession and many other
challenges. He also reveals how every aspect of the company's approach reflects an unwavering dedication to Christian values and to the
individual customer experience. Written with disarming candor and revealing storytelling, Covert Cows and Chick-fil-A is the never-beforetold story of a great American success.
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